Course Objectives:

The main objective of the course is to provide an overview of the structure and mechanics of key infrastructural elements of the existing global financial system and regional variations. In parallel, the course will aim to identify how such systems could be implemented/complemented in open blockchain models that allow interoperability, and what challenges/opportunities does this create.

The main areas of financial infrastructure that will be covered in this course will be:

- Gross Settlement Systems; settlement under blockchain models.
- Money Transmission, Payment Services and E-Money; digital currencies as methods of payment and processing.
- Securities, Assets and Commodities trading and settlement; digital currency exchanges; hybrid and decentralized exchange systems.
- Insurance in conventional financial systems; decentralizing aspects of insurance, opportunities and challenges.
- Accounting, Auditing and financial controls in conventional systems; decentralizing accounting and taking advantage of the blockchain for transparency, corporate governance and regulation.
Learning Outcomes:

After completion of the course students are expected to be able to:
• Map a functional systems’ architecture underlying the current financial system and explain if and how the system can be disrupted by using a blockchain architecture as well as assess the new risks and challenges.
• Write theory, evidence-based articles and reports on financial systems, whether traditional, blockchain based, or hybrid.
• Carry out analyses of the complete vertical process of how transactions take place in conventional and open financial systems, including the spread of risk at each stage and the types of risk users are exposed to.
• Apply concepts from existing financial systems and products to open and decentralized digital currency infrastructures.

Course Content:

• Overview: Key aspects of financial / payments architecture and emerging analogues in blockchain-based systems.
• Fund Transfers: Gross Settlement Systems (Target2, CHIPS, Fedwire) and their analogues in blockchain-based systems
• Fund Transfers: ACH / EFTS and their analogues in blockchain-based systems
• Money Transmitters, Credit and Debit Card Networks and their relevance in P2P systems
• Payment workflow and analogues in open blockchain based systems (Bitcoin)
• Securities, Assets and Commodities Settlement, Custodians, Clearinghouses
• Decentralizing Asset and security issuance and trading over an open blockchain system, hybrid solutions in practice and risks
• Insurance basics, differences from conventional financial markets (future and prediction markets) and structure of risk in insurance systems
• Decentralizing Insurance, viability of oracles, decentralizing insurance risk management and differences from conventional approaches
• Accounting, Financial Controls and Auditing in conventional systems
• Decentralizing financial controls and making the most of blockchain structures for transparency, accountability, governance and regulatory oversight
• Class Group Project submission.

Learning Activities and Teaching Methods:

Lectures, Live Discussions, Course Forum discussions

Assessment Methods:

Group Project, Final Exam
### Required Textbooks / Readings:

Provided in course

### Recommended Textbooks / Readings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
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<th>Publisher</th>
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### Selected Online Readings:

- [http://gendal.wordpress.com/2014/03/02/bitcoin-exchanges-are-morecentralised-thanthetraditional-exchanges-we-can-do-somuch-better-than-this/](http://gendal.wordpress.com/2014/03/02/bitcoin-exchanges-are-morecentralised-thanthetraditional-exchanges-we-can-do-somuch-better-than-this/)
- [http://gendal.wordpress.com/2014/01/05/a-simple-explanation-of-how-sharesmovearoundthe-securities-settlement-system/](http://gendal.wordpress.com/2014/01/05/a-simple-explanation-of-how-sharesmovearoundthe-securities-settlement-system/)